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RACE  1 : This is a very open CO to start the night. VINCENT CAN GO (5) gets his chance to get back 

into the winners list here. He draws to push forward early and may even find the lead so will take 

plenty of beating. WHO IS HARDEEN (8) never really had much hope last start when went up on the 

pegs. He has drawn inside the second row here so will be relying on getting a crack at them and if 

does will be hitting the line strongly. FAITHFUL JET (7) resumes from a good break. He was starting to 

put it altogether before hid break so also drawing outside the front has to be kept very safe. 

GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (11) has been racing very well. He will be hoping to get a cart into the race 

which will enable to finish very strongly and can win. CEMENTO RAPIDO (1) draws ideally so has to 

be included in the exotics. CRANBRE (3) is a very well related who is having his first start as an 8yo so 

has obviously showed ability so will pay to keep safe. 

TOP PICK : VINCENT CAN GO (5) has a good chance here. 

DANGERS : FAITHFUL JET (7) resumes into a winnable race so look’s a danger along with WHO IS 

HARDEEN (8). 

ROUGHIE : GOTTALOVEFRIDAYS (11) has a real good hope here at odds. 

RATINGS : 5 – 7 8 11 – 1 3 – 6 9 10 – 2 4 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very tough CO/C1 for the Mares. NANCES THRILL (3) is getting close to a win. She 

draws well here so if she can find the top will take plenty of running down. STREZLECKI WILDONE (7) 

is the query runner as has plenty of ability on her night. She draws the top of the track so will look to 

get around to the breeze at some stage so will take plenty of holding out. JAZZY JANE (1) draws to 

run a much improved race here tonight so has a n e/w chance. ALL ABOUT ALICE  (4) will be fitter for 

her first up run so with natural improvement can be in the finish. CARLY SEELSTER (8) has been a 

little disappointing since resuming but will pay to give another chance here. REALLY FIESTY (5) will 

pay to forgive last run so if you go on previous form will be thereabouts. The remaining runners all 

have a chance to fill a minor place at odds. 

TOP PICK : NANCES THRILL (3) has a good hope here. 

DANGERS : STREZLECKI WILDONE (7) at best would be too good for these so is the danger along with 

JAZZY JANE (1) who draws perfectly. 

ROUGHIE :  REALLY FIESTY (5) will get out to good odds and can win. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 5 7 - - 4 8 – 2 6 9 10 11 

 

 



RACE  3 : This is another CO/C1 affair for the Mares. PLAY APPLE TREE (5) had no luck last week. She 

is a handy mare who draws much better here so should be on the speed throughout and will take 

plenty of beating. ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (6) is racing very well so if she is close enough on 

straightening she will take plenty of holding out. PRECIOUS DRAGON (9) has been slightly 

disappointing at times but may go better here coming from behind so will pay to keep very safe. 

MAILIE ROSA (3) is a very consistent type who has drawn well so is sure to be in the finish. BERTILS 

DELIGHT (7) and EBABE (8) are always thereabouts in there races so are a must for the exotics. 

MAGGIE ON FIRE (2) showed plenty of ability as a youngster but it’s been a while since she has 

reproduced that form but from the draw will pay to keep safe. 

TOP PICK : PLAY APPLE TREE (5) will take plenty of beating. 

DANGERS : ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (6) racing well so is the obvious danger along with PRECIOUS 

DRAGON (9). 

ROUGHIE : BERTILS DELIGHT (7) would not surprise if ran a much improved race here. 

 RATINGS : 5 – 3 6 9 – 2 7 8 – 1 4 10 

 

RACE  4 : This is a very strong C1. HESA PROSPECT (7) is a quality animal who resumed from a long 

absence for a very strong win in where he sat parked. He will find this a little stronger but with that 

run under his belt he should be even fitter so is the one to beat. CHIRAC (2) was huge last week in 

where he was three wide the only to go down narrowly. He has drawn much better here so if can 

settle handy or even find the top will make a race of it with the favourite. CALL ME MOUSE (10) is an 

improving type who won well last start. He will find this much stronger so place look’s best. DIRTY 

DIESEL (6) ,BOLTNMACH (9) and TRIED AND TRUE (11) are always thereabout’s so are a must for the 

exotics at odds. AVENTADOR (1) look’s the leader so if was able to get a soft lead which i doubt he 

will can run a place. OSCAR BLAKEDON (8) and WIPETHESMILE (12) are next best. 

TOP PICK : HESA PROSPECT (7) look’s too classy for these. 

DANGERS : CHIRAC (2) racing very well so is the danger. 

ROUGHIE : BOLTNAMCH (9) racing very well so can sneak a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 7 – 2 – 1 6 9 10 11 – 8 12 – 3 4 5 

 

RACE  5 : This is the first leg of the quadrella. ANOTHER JASPER (1) has been racing well and comes 

with the pole here. So if can do enough to hold up early he will take plenty of running down. 

DAMITSAM (3) is racing very well and he too draws much better here so is sure to take plenty of 

holding out. EL JAYS MAGIC (11) is in career best form who has a bit of a freshen up but will have to 

overcome the extreme back row draw so will get out to good odds so is worth a gamble. THE FAMILY 

GUY (8) has drawn to get a cheap run behind the speed so is a must for the exotics. 

ANINCHOFHISLIFE (5) had no luck last start so with the right run tonight can figure at good odds. 

CISKEI (7) and PUNT ROAD DISCO (9) are both handy types who are a must for the exotics.  



TOP PICK : DAMITSAM (3) is racing very well and look’s hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : ANOTHER JASPER (1) has drawn to be the danger along with THE FAMILY GUY (8) who 

draws to get the right run. 

 ROUGHIE : ANINCHOFHISLIFE (5) can run a race at double figure odds. 

RATINGS :  3 – 1 8 11 – 5 7 9 – 2 4 6 10 

 

RACE  6 : This is the stand start Show Cup. RIVERBOAT JASPER (1) has drawn well here so if he can 

take advantage and ping away and find the top will take plenty of running down as he should be 

cherry ripe for this. DIVAS DELIGHT (8) is airborne and was a brilliant winner last start when was able 

to work to the lead and won easy. He goes back to the second row here but is sure to settle handy 

and will take plenty of holding out. STAR CHAMBER (3) returns from a very good stint in Victoria in 

where he was placed in both runs. He does step safely from the tapes so may be the early leader so 

will have options so will be in the finish. TESSANZO (5) was very encouraging at her first run back in 

where she hit the line strongly. She will be hoping to ping away and if she can have the last crack at 

them can get over the top of these. SPOT NINE (7) is racing very well and is a proven stand start 

performer so has to be a chance. GAMBLERS RUSTLER (9) has been ok since resuming so is a must 

for the exotics as is MELPARK MAESTRO (2) and FALCO PEREGRINUS (4). 

TOP PICK : RIVERBOAT JASPER (1) if takes advantage of his draw is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : DIVAS DELIGHT (8) is airborne so is the obvious danger along with STAR CHAMBER (3). 

ROUGHIE : TESSANZO (5) will go around at double figure odds and can win. 

RATINGS :  1 8 – 3 5 7 – 2 4 6 9 

 

 

RACE  7  This is a C1 and better stand. RYKOV LEIS (9) is the class runner but has to contend with the 

50m back mark. This is not a strong race so he can overcome this handicap. HELEN WHEELS (8) is in 

career best form and is well placed off the 10m so is sure to take plenty of beating. TISU TOOTA (7) 

has been ok of late so if he begins safely will be thereabouts. MAHJONG SHARK (5) is the query 

runner as his 1
st

 up from Victoria and gets into a very winnable race. UNCLE BUZZ (1) , 

CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (3) and BRAEVIEW SNIPER (4) are all off the front mark so if they begin safely 

can give some cheek. 

TOP PICK : RYKOV LEIS (9) despite the 50m still look’s the one to beat. 

 DANGERS : HELEN WHEELS (7) is the obvious danger along with TISU TOOTA (6). 

ROUGHIE : UNCLE BUZZ (1) can sneak a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 9 –  7 8 – 4 5 – 1 3 – 2 6 



 

RACE 8 : This is the last of the night. ISLAND DISCO (1) is well drawn here so is sure to get every 

chance as she look’s the leader. ME MATE LES (5) continues to race well so if gets a good run in 

transit will be finishing strongly. WILLIE WINALOT (3) hit the line very strongly from a long way back 

when resuming. He draws much better and should be even fitter so has to be a leading chance. 

MACH MY DAY (7) resumes here off a freshen up so with any luck from out wide will be in the finish. 

LIKE IT IS (2) draws to be handy throughout so has an e/w chance. MUSSLEROE BAY (4) , HILDA SU (6) 

and PACQUIAO (8)  all not without claims as this is a very open race. 

TOP PICK : ISLAND DISCO (1) from the draw is the hardest to beat. 

DANGERS : ME MATE LES (5) racing well so is the danger along with MACH MY DAY (7). 

ROUGHIE : WILLIE WINALOT (3) can win this at good odds. 

RATINGS :  1 – 3 5 7 – 2 4 6 8 

 

 


